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Director of International: We had a programme 

committee meeting and Board of studies for 

IPF. 

Printing came up and a few suggestions were 

made such as software packages and 

experimenting with image and photocopier. 

Programme Director: The price of printing was 

lowered last year and we are on level with 

other universities. We will continue to explore. 

We will look at the demand and be more 

transparent. We will look at saving wastage 

and will help as much as we can. 

Positives
Positives 

from students

Rep: The balance between writing and project 

work is good. We weren't told there will be 

rotation before we arrived but it was a good 

surprise. 

Dir of Int: It's good to hear and am glad the 

rotation is helping you. We should make it 

more clear about the rotation.                                         

Prog Dir: That information is available on the 

course handbook. We can't send this before 

enrolment.                                                  

Dir of Int to check if the 

course handbook can be sent 

earlier. 

Prog Dir: It only opens on Saturdays 

occasionally. You could try other sites. It 

would be interesting to see if there is 

demand. We can action it if there is. We will 

need to see that there is the demand for it. 

We could do a trial period where we can 

monitor numbers. 

Dir of Int to talk to course 

leaders to see if there is a 

demand. Send out open 

access hours at other sites

Dir of Int: IPF students do have open access 

to other UAL colleges. They can use the 

learning zones and libraries. We need to 

communicate this better. 

Dir of Int to get a list of open 

access across other colleges 

and get the message out.                                           

SU to get previous minutes 

and see if there is any 

demand. 

SU: This was the first ever 

IPF Student and Dean forum 

as this did not exist before. 

Minutes of previous LCF 

forums were checked. The 

access to Mare Street came 

up once where the reps 

asked if the students could 

have open access during 

deadline period. 

Access

Rep: Access to IT rooms during weekends 

would be great especially for printing at Mare 

Street. We have to go to JPS or outside of the 

university which is more expensive. 

Opening 

hours

Updates from 

Director of 

International

Updates 

IPF Reps
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Printing Cost IPF Reps

Rep: Printing is quite expensive. Is there 

anything that can be done to make this 

cheaper?

Dir of Int: This is an ongoing university wide 

issue. We can try and work with the briefs, 

experiment with photocopiers and paperless 

projects in the future. Prod Dir: We trialled 

with memory stick tech but it cost was too 

much. Printing credit is raised a lot but it's 

quite a complicated system. We can take this 

back and talk about it how to make it easier 

for you.

Dir of Int and Prog Dir to 

continue exploring options to 

cut down printing. 

Website
Constant 

update

Rep: The website is always changing and 

updating. 

Prog Dir: I don't know why that is. We check 

it regularly to make sure wording is correct 

and accurate. 

Prog Dir to make sure the 

website is more clear. 

Minutes Dir of Int
Dir of Int: Can students see the minutes SU 

write?

SU: We don't release it straight away but if 

they request it, I can email them. We are 

trying to find a good system to publish it 

online somewhere.                                                      

Prog Dir: It could potentially go on Moodle or 

even a blog. 

SU to find a way to make the 

minutes accessible to all reps. 

SU: We are in the process of 

exploring many options 

including having minutes on 

the SUARTS website.


